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By SCOTT BOEHMER
Staff editor
Student Senate member Bryan Gutraj said
a constitutional amendment he authored
wasn’t put on Wednesday’s Student
Government election ballot because of “poor
communication.”
“I’m disap-
pointed,” Gutraj
said. “This has to
fall back on the
student body pres-
ident (Michelle
Gaddini) – she
was supposed to
(approve) it and
give it to the elections commission.”
The proposal would have let students call
for an amendment to their constitution
anytime they got a petition with 10 percent of
the student body’s signatures.
Gaddini said although she accepts the
fault, she did not receive the amendment for
approval.
“It was just an oversight,” Gaddini said. “I
know I didn’t receive it, but it was my
responsibility to find it.”
The proposed amendment would also have
corrected improper grammar in the
constitution, defined a full-time student and
named Eastern’s new governing board the
Experience rolls, amendment doesn’t
Election
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By SCOTT BOEHMER
Staff editor
The Student Government
election results were equally split
Wednesday night between new
and incumbent senate members –
nine of each were elected to
senate positions.
But the Experience Party
rolled to victory, winning almost
every Student Senate seat avail-
able in the fall election.
Six new faces were elected to
the senate, leaving two in-
cumbent senate members with-
out positions and one dropping
into a half seat on the senate.
Three of the non-incumbents
earned half-seat positions. Those
positions only serve one sem-
ester.
Incumbent senate members
Pat Scanlan and Tiffany Abbott
were not re-elected.
Kim Harris, a sophomore
speech communication major
who is currently serving as the
senate secretary, was the only
new full-time senate member
elected from the at-large district.
She believes her experience as
secretary will aid her transition to
senate member.
“I am going to be able to jump
right in and get started because I
have a good idea what’s going
on,” she said.
Aron Griffin, a sophomore
political science major elected to
an off-campus full-time position,
said he believes he will require a
short time to get used to the
operation of the senate.
“Right now, I just want to get
some experience before I do
more,” he said. “Hopefully, it’s
just a matter of a month-and-a-
half or two months to get a
couple of meetings under the
belt.”
The Experience Party swept
the four seats open in the off-
campus district, and won all but
two of the 14 seats left in the at-
large and on-campus districts.
The party did not field anyone
for the student deans positions.
Senate Speaker Kevin Piket,
who was re-elected to his
position in the at-large district,
said if he is re-elected to his
speaker position, he plans to
institute a new senate training
member training program,
adding it was good that nine of
the senate members elected were
incumbents.
Once the new senate members
are adjusted to their jobs, they
say they want to get involved in
various areas of the senate.
Missy Neuhaus, a junior
finance major, said she is hoping
to work on election campaign
reform for future elections.
“I felt like this election was
very rushed and there wasn’t
very much publicity when the
petitions went out,” Neuhaus
said.
Changes not part
of election ballot
Party wins all off-campus spots;
16 of 18 candidates win seats
By BETSY COLE
Administration editor
Faculty members have different
interpretations about a referendum
that seems to be a straight-forward
confidence vote on President David
Jorns.
While the language of the
referendum is clear, some think the
purpose of the referendum is to
affirm or disagree with actions the
senate took over the summer, while
others consider it an expression of
confidence in the president.
Faculty will vote from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. today and Friday in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union Walkway. They will answer
“Yes,” or “No,” to the question:
“While occasionally disagreeing
with the policies of President David
Jorns, I have full confidence in and
support the president.”
“It’s not logical,” said Faculty
Senate member Ron Gholson. “The
petition indicts the senate, yet calls
for a confidence vote on the
president.”
Gholson is referring to a June 1
Faculty Senate meeting where the
senate passed a resolution that at
one point expressed support for
Jorns’ presidency. Some later
questioned whether that resolution
was meaningful because many
faculty were not here in the
summer.
“I personally have no animosity
toward President Jorns,” said
Richard Wandling, an associate
professor in political science who
signed the petition, but thinks the
petition is just an opportunity for
faculty to provide input on the
resolution passed by the senate in
the summer.
“My personal perception is that
the question is a result of the
Faculty Senate action last June,”
senate member French Fraker said.
But the wording seems to be
clear: Faculty members should vote
“yes” or “no” on whether they have
confidence in Jorns.
Gary Foster, Faculty Senate vice
chairman, said he has heard two
beliefs in the purpose of the
referendum. But Foster said he
thinks the referendum has more to
do with the president than any
negligence of the senate.
“I suspect that some parties are
using the senate to raise the issue of
confidence in the president,” Foster
said.
The language of the referendum
only refers to a confidence vote of
the president, rather than the entire
actions of the senate over the
summer, Foster said.
Faculty Senate member John
Allison said the referendum fulfills
the purpose of both checking the
senate actions and voting on the
confidence of Jorns.
“People who signed the petition,
such as myself, think the Faculty
Senate should have allowed the
faculty to ratify the confidence vote
taken back in summer,” Allison
said.
“If we don’t push this, a bad
precedent will be set where a few
members on the Faculty Senate
speak for the whole faculty,”
Allison added.
Confidence vote still confusing
See CONSTITUTION page 2
Election winners
Student Senate
Off-campus
Aron Griffin Jamie Torbert Keith Ryniak*
Greg Jamrozekh
On-campus
Brian Anderson Kelly Brown* Erin Weed
Missy Neuhaus Jennifer Ruscitti Sarah Hoeggerh
At-large
Jeff Zlich* Trevor Griffin* John Hanley*
Kim Harris Jason Stipp* Kevin Piket*
Julie Jacobsonh Marcy Benjaminh*
Student deans**
Deanna  Smothers, Col. of Education and Professional Studies
Tony Cenkar, Col. of Business and Applied Sciences
John Davenport, Graduate School
Clare Mulcahy, Col. of Arts and Humanities
“My personal perception is that the question is a result of the
Faculty Senate action last June.”
— French Fraker
Faculty Senate member
h Indicates half seats
*Incumbents
** Other deans will be appointed
n Student Senate members
introduce a plan to control
funding of Student Publica-
tions.
n Turnout results.
see stories PAGE 5
JOHN COX/Staff photographer
Shanta
African story-teller Shanta tells a tale about friendship using an African
thumb piano Wednesday in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
See story page 3.
Faculty still ponder real reason for referendum
See CONFIDENCE page 2
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By KATIE VANA
Activities editor
Author John W. Myers will be at Eastern Wed-
nesday to address some of the important aspects of
teaching better writing skills.
Myers is an associate professor and chairman of
the Department of Middle Grades and Reading at
West Georgia College in Carollton, Ga. He also
established the Tennessee Technological
University’s Writing Across the Curriculum pro-
gram. Currently Myers is editor of Current Issues in
Middle Level Education.
His presentation, “Writing to Learn Across the
Curriculum,” is based on Myers’ book which has the
same title. 
“He will discuss the important considerations
when teaching writing skills,” said Joy Russell, vice
president for programming for Phi Delta Kappa.
The Eastern and International Chapter of Phi
Delta Kappa education fraternity will hold their
chapter’s initiation at 5:30 p.m. and dinner at 6 p.m.
The cost of the dinner is $9.
Russell said anyone is welcome to attend the din-
ner and educational presentation.
Reservations must be made with Russell by
Friday by calling at 348-0634 or 348-1639. The din-
ner and presentation is in the Rathskeller of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Each year every local Phi Delta Kappa chapter
has a chance to invite a Fastback author to come and
speak at a meeting. Russell chose Myers because
“teaching writing skills has been identified as an
area of need by local educators.”
“Writing entails using written language to access
information for learning in all areas,” Russell said.
“It is important for teachers to teach students as well
as using it to see if the students have learned.”
Author to discuss better writing skills
Other faculty members think
the controversy around the word-
ing will make the final result diffi-
cult to interpret.
Faculty Senate Chairman John
Simpson agreed the referendum’s
composition is the reason there is
so much confusion with its mo-
tive.
“All that matters now is that we
give President Jorns a resounding
vote of confidence in these diffi-
cult times,” Simpson said.
The subject of the vote remains
silent on the entire issue. Jorns
would not speculate on the results
of the vote or it’s meaning.
“I sincerely hope everyone
turns out and votes because it is
important to the university we
have a good, strong, vote,” Jorns
STUDENTS
Need a Job?
Want to change jobs?
Move to a career?
Come meet with Rep.’s
from over 16 of the
area’s top firms.
Thursday at the
Ramada of Mattoon 
at 4:00.
IF  YES
Get your foot in the door
Never a Fee - 
Western Staff Service
1-800-526-7211
Need Alterations
or Repairs?
Byrd’s Cleaners
S. 4th Street Curve
We do tapering, waists
lenghts, zippers.
Call Phyllis or Mary at
345-4546
Advertise
with
The Daily
EasternNews
HAIR BENDERS
610 W. LINCOLN
West Park Plaza
345-6363
SEE YOURSELF WITH
24 NEW HAIRSTYLES...
WITHOUT RISK!
Come by our salona and ‘try on’
24 new hairstyles...
ABSOLUTELY RISK FREE! It’s a
modern day miracle that 
everyone loves. You’ll receive a
video tape and color prints to
share with family, friends and 
your stylist. Call today and make
an appointment to experience 
the greatest personal service
ever!
The “little” brothers of 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
would like to thank their 
“big” brothers for 
all their help, guidance, 
and encouragement.
BIG BRO
James Barger
Holly Birt
Carolyn Blackman
Wendy Eilers
Lisa Fontana
Tom Fuster
Sherry Hartweg
Tracy Huth
Amy Kimble
Peggy Klostermann
Curt Kuetemeyer
Julie Lewis
Brian McCoy
Amy Myler
Brian Ream
Amy Stepp
Diane Turner
Michelle Wade
lit’l bro
Erik Hahnfeld
Dianna Danhof
Jenny Ash
Antoinette Buczko
Caye Davis
Denise Hohrein
Heather Pounds
Carrie Snyder
Edie Stump
Noel Koller
Kelly Johnson
Patty Salinas
Liz Reed
Kevin Murphy
Paul Ruthowski
Heather Clark
Becky White
Annie Matrisch
We would also like to thank the whole 
active body of DELTA SIGMA PI.
D
S
P
WASHINGTON (AP) – After months of “prayer-
ful consideration’’ that captivated the nation, Colin
Powell awkwardly embraced the Republican Party
on Wednesday but said he would not run for presi-
dent in 1996 because it was “a calling that I do not
yet hear.’’
Ending an extraordinary political mystery, Powell
ruled out seeking any elected office next year.
Instead, he said he would dedicate himself to restor-
ing “the spirit of Lincoln’’ to a Republican Party he
said was a lot more diverse than many conservatives
would care to admit.
“I’m sorry I disappointed you,’’ the retired general
said in a poignant tribute to the thousands of every-
day Americans who had urged him to run, in person,
through letters and by joining draft Powell efforts.
“We’re devastated,’’ said James Lynch, a New
York lawyer involved in the draft effort. Said Tim
Bush, an organizer in New Hampshire: “I think real-
ly the country is the loser.’’
Such support brought him to the brink of a candi-
dacy, Powell said, but in the end he stepped back
from elective politics, for now anyway.
To run for president, he said, would demand “a
passion and commitment that, despite my every
effort, I do not have for political life, because such a
life requires a calling that I do not yet hear.’’
“For me to pretend otherwise would not be honest
to myself – it would not be honest to the American
people.’’
Powell also ruled out being the GOP’s vice presi-
dential nominee, but said he might consider an
appointed government position. Many Republicans,
even Powell critics, said the retired general still was
almost certain to be considered for the No. 2 spot on
the GOP ticket.
Powell’s decision left 10 declared Republican
candidates and one GOP giant still sitting on the
fence: House Speaker Newt Gingrich.
Gingrich said anew he was unlikely to run for
president, but that he would talk it over with his wife
after Republicans finished work on the budget.
As he bowed out of the presidential race, Powell
for the first time pledged political allegiance – to a
Republican Party he said was rightly dedicated to
balancing the budget, cutting taxes and shrinking
government.
“I believe they have ideas and energy at this time
that I can align with,’’ he said.
But he bluntly rebuked prominent conservatives
for “ad hominem’’ attacks on his character. He also
said the party would be wise to show more compas-
sion as it reforms welfare and to welcome blacks and
other minorities.
“I believe I can help the party of Lincoln move
once again closer to the spirit of Lincoln,’’ he said.
Powell opts out of 1996 race
CONFIDENCE from page one
Eastern Board of Trustees.
“I felt there were some important changes that
should have been made by Jan. 1 and now they won’t
be,” Gutraj said. “The only part I’m really concerned
about is our board of trustees positions.”
Gutraj said the amendment will probably be voted
on in the spring 1996 Student Government elections.
Gutraj said although it is unlikely, there is a
possibility Gaddini could call for a special election to
vote on the amendment.
“The alternative would be for the student body presi-
dent to call a special election,” Gutraj said. “But I don’t
think that’s going to happen – it would be a waste of
time and money.”
Gaddini said she doesn’t plan to pursue a special
election.
CONSTITUTION from page one
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By BRITT CARSON
Staff writer
Shanta mesmerized an enthusi-
astic crowd Wednesday night with
her creative storytelling and musi-
cal talents.
A crowd of over 100 was treat-
ed by the African storyteller to a
mixture of original material and
stories passed on through genera-
tions.
The Chicago-based speaker
emphasized traditional African
stories and related them to present
problems going on in today’s soci-
ety. She began her storytelling ses-
sion by playing an African instru-
ment called the mbira or thumb
piano.
The music crescendoed, intensi-
fying the story, as Shanta told of a
small girl searching for friendship
and finding it in her own reflec-
tion.
Shanta’s facial expression and
smooth voice added to the mys-
tique of the story.
Shanta first got involved with
storytelling 18 years ago while
reading stories to her children. She
realized her son liked listening to
her more than the stories directly
out of the books.
The key to storytelling is not to
memorize every part of the story
but to see how it flows and impro-
vise, Shanta said.
“The best thing is the interaction
with people, and the energy
exchange,” she said.
In the story of the Queen of
Angola – a country involved in the
slave trade in Africa – the queen
fought to save the country from the
Portuguese and gain its indepen-
dence. Shanta had the audience
singing along to help her charac-
ters succeed.
In the next story, Shanta capti-
vated the audience with a tale of a
small boy and gossip. All the little
children wondered why a man in
their village never took off his hat.
Once the little boy discovered the
man had large ears, he ran out and
told one friend, but said “please
not to tell anyone.”
Of course word spread and by
the next day everyone knew.
Shanta’s moral of the story was if
someone tells you a secret, it is
just that – a secret.
Shanta also spoke of her trip to
Zimbabwe, Africa in 1992, living
every African storyteller’s dream.
Throughout each story, Shanta
explained the various musical
instruments she used to emphasize
her point and how she was musi-
cally self-taught. The shekere,
made out of a gourd, is decorated
by strings of beads and can be
played by beating the bottom,
shaking it or twisting the beads
around so they create sounds.
Shanta related her next story to
the everyday violence her family
endured in Chicago. Her daughter
became involved with the wrong
crowd, but she emphasized “it is
never to late to change.”
The related story begins with
Mamba, a character who is bored
and discovers a cave with a mag-
nificent shining light. He makes all
his animal friends give him some-
thing in return for seeing the cave.
Whenever Mamba is making a
wrong decision the audience
chanted “No, No, Mamba.”
At the end, the light is gone and
all the animals become angry with
Mamba. They grow poisonous
fangs and claws. Mamba kills all
of the cave creatures as they attack
him.
“There is something each and
everyone of us can do to help us
recover from  the Mambas out
there,” Shanta said. “You can help
Shanta a musical showcase
Traditional African songs related to modern times
Correction
In a Nov. 8 article of The Daily Eastern News, it was incorrectly reported that poet Paulette Roeske will speak
at 4 p.m. today. Roeske will speak next Thursday at 4 p.m. in the Tarble Arts Center. 
The News regrets the error.
The Men of Sigma Chi Formally
Invite the Following Ladies to the
1995 White Cross Crush Dance
Liz Aimone
Beth Anderson
Ann Antonson
Kim Arends 
Deanna Arrigo
Jen Ashby
Jen Balster
Tracee Baum
Jackie Bernard
Debbie Blake
Brittany Bluhm
Lauren Borck
Becky Bolt
Brooke Bolt
Diedra Brinkman
Krissy Buchanan
Sara Buhs
Erin Burke
Jennifer Buttz
Jami Camp
Sara Casio
Gina Cecchi
Trista Chalupa
Brittany Clark
Judy Clark
Erin Cole
Laura Compton
Megan Conner
Angela Cosenza
Missy Croland
Jodi Deconcini
Chrissy Delprato
Colleen Deluca
Kate Demuth 
Hilary Donham
Marla Duden
Amy Duncan
Laura Eaton 
Yawana B.
Rothenburg
Jason Vohs
Melanie Shoenberg
Kelli Kuhl
Krista Meek
Debbie Hillman
Christina Haggerty
Joanna Mehl
Ashley Radvege
Tiffany Newbrough
Shelly Moore
Dawn Huddleston
Keith Lipke
Becca Wolf
Sara Ringette
Michelle Lipport
Kelli Fogarty
Rachel Kilburg
Jill Horsman
AJ Goeppinger
Kim Shaw
Amy Schmack
Brady Greco
Stephanie Sullivan
Michele Spellman
Meg Ryan 
Michelle Kunkle
Kelly McQuiad
Lori Huber
Lynn Hanson
Kara Phillips
Jenn Trunk
Amy Nevius
Missy Stuttle
Melissa Reimer
Emily O’Leary
Liz Twietmeyer
Stacey Whitcomb
Sherry Miller
Peggy McCarthy 
Michelle Shabin
Jamie Hancock
Mary Whitehead
Lisa Vashkelis
Tricia Senior 
Jill Schurman
Shelly Salvato
Lauren Randolf
Joalice Oard
Joanna Martin
Amy MacDougal
Diane Kalecki
Kristen Henson
Beth Hager
Lauren Habes
Jill Gilchrist
Michelle Gaddini
Laura Friedman
Sara Flamini
Katie Finyello
Missy Ward
Susan St. Dennis
Eileen Leahy
Melissa Nichols
Laurel Lipinski
Amy Ryan
Frances Green
Kerry Grens
Jody Williams
Rachel Garrett
Sarah Schnable
Daniele Heath
Kymm Samelson
Nicole Cullum
Megan Targonski
Emily Underwood
Lisa Shrake
Tina Sconza
Keri Scherer
Beth Romano
Mary Suthered
Tanya Mulacek
Jady Moschetti
Jen Matulis
Melissa Kern 
Jacqui Johnson
Brooke Hood
Erin Carrol
Erin Hepner
Liz Marino
Amy Decker
Jen Rauscheti
Amy Mayotte
Gina Shurba
Dottie McKenna
Julie Jacobson
Kendra Williamson
Molly Monge
Dana Mulizio
Jamie Lavick
Karen Irwin
Erin Phillips
Dayna Church
Jessica Movis
Robin Hickman
Michelle Ridinger
Heather Szerogout
Stephanie Marsik
Mindy Tatman
Natalie Stewart
Tammy Bradburn
Sara Groom
Laura Turner
Amie Torbert
Fawn Lebowitz
Jamie Torbert
Teresa Parker
Kerry Notter
Tammy Nantz
Kristal Mooney 
Karen McCan
Danielle Hunt
Allison Leary
Maureen Leary
Olga Gbur
Sharon Charette
Courtney Rakow
Mellisa Figiel
Chris Ferguson
Jennifer Montgomery
Heather Schmidt
Kara Rancillo
Lisa Zilly 
Jennifer Lamczyk
Jen Kirk
Betsy Runkle
Jennifer Canaday
Missy Swartzbaugh
Steele Secola
Shana Bjornstad
Robyn Bechler
Mandy Everett
Kelly McDonald
Brittany Reeg
Gina Zamboni
Katie Himes
Marcy Benjamin
LOCATION: STU’S DATE: THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9 TIME: 9:00 P.M.
Thursday at
Gyros w/ fries 
$3.49
$1.50 Bottles
$1Cheese Fries
JOIN THE   
PIKES
A T
SPIKES
TONIGHT
ATTENTION ALL LADIES
“SIMMERING DOWNSTREAM”
Live Cover band from U of I
playing Pearl Jam - Freddy
Jones - Live - Allman Brothers
and more
P K A PKA PKA PKA PKA PKA PKA PK A PKA PKA PKA PKA PKA PKA 
From 9pm - 1am - Band starts at 10 pm
All ages welcome - must be 21 to go upstairs
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“There is something each and everyone of us can do to help us
recover from  the Mambas out there.”
— Shanta
Traditional African storyteller
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New Eastern trustees
entrusted with fresh
ideas, expectations
The seeds are planted, and it is time to grow.
Eastern’s seven trustees on the school’s new indi-
vidual governing board have been appointed, and,
with its diverse and quality representation, expecta-
tions are high and excuses for failure will be few.
The trustees’ professional backgrounds are exten-
sive, ranging from a high school principal to a local
physician to the president of a law firm.
One trustee is a licensed lobbyist, while another is
a current Board of Governor’s member. The board
also has a minority representative, two women and
geographic ties from Rockford to Effingham.
It will now be up to these individuals to live up to
student and faculty expectations of leading the uni-
versity into the next hundred years.
As part of its long-term
agenda, the board must
tackle such issues as
improving state funding
and raising Eastern recognition throughout the state.
All seven trustees listed state funding as the
board’s number one priority.
With state allocations diminishing, it will be up to
the board to improve funding through lobbying
efforts and highlighting Eastern’s positive aspects . 
Without an increase in state funding, yearly
tuition increases are almost inevitable in the eyes of
the administration.
But how well will the board initiate action, and
how well will its efforts jell with the administration? 
These are all questions time will define.
For now, the board must identify itself and its
role, learn university policies and recognize the
trends of higher education.
The transition provides a chance for the universi-
ty to move forward by itself, which means all deci-
sions and mistakes lie in only Eastern’s hands,
rather than bask in past campus problems.
That will provide a better sense of responsibility
for our actions.
The board’s first major task, however, may be
interpreting the results of the referendum regarding
confidence in Eastern President David Jorns.
A close or a no confidence vote may result in the
board’s first dilemma. The board has in its power
the authority to hire and fire the Eastern’s president.
But whatever the result of the vote, the board
should collect all facts and suggestions and formu-
late a decision.
There is no reason to draw these decisions out.
Particularly in a time when university opportunity,
growth and prosperity are ours for the taking.
Editorial
Dear editor:
I think Shameco Moore said it
best when she said, “We need to
attack the issue, not the people.” The
Oct. 24 article concerning the false
rumor of black fraternities (“Untrue
Rumor of Frat Violence Reemerges
After Attack”) has created much
anguish and unrest by a number of
students and faculty from all back-
grounds, and perhaps rightfully so.
People should be upset about the
article, but not solely at the editor in
chief of the newspaper. If anything,
people should be disturbed by the
fact that any one person cold be so
ignorant to believe a stereotype
without any concrete evidence. This
is how prejudice and racist and sex-
ist beliefs originate – plain and sim-
ple.
Yes, maybe the placement of the
article above a picture of the newly
elected king and queen was in bad
judgment,  but is  this really the
issue? The newspaper’s message
was not intentional, nor was its pur-
pose to create further tension or sep-
aration on this campus among all
groups of people, something I’m
afraid that did happen. Its purpose, I
believe, was to inform the campus
that prejudice beliefs are still run-
ning rampant even in 1995 and
maybe we as a community need to
do something about it.
Let it not be forgotten the more
positive event that took place that
week – the first-ever crowning of a
black king and freshmen attendants.
I overheard people talking about the
outcome of the homecoming candi-
dates as a sign of the black commu-
nity becoming more unified. Indeed
I do agree this is a positive outcome;
however, what about the community
as a whole becoming more unified? I
know I am not alone when I say that
many blacks and whites, Latinos,
Asians, greeks and non-greeks voted
for and were very happy about the
candidates elected.
Let’s use these events as a fresh
start, as an opportunity to come
together to create a more diverse and
open atmosphere at campus/comm-
unity events and group meetings. It
is just my hope and concern that
these recent events will do just that,
not further separate everyone.
Liz Steger
Dear editor:
I am not always happy with The
Daily Eastern News and I do find
that rumor about black men in frater-
nities offensive. In my opinion, the
article (“Untrue Rumor of Frat
Violence Reemerges After Attack”,
Oct. 24) did not need to be printed.
What if find even more offensive is
ignorance and the Nov. 3 letter writ-
ten by Marissa Spight (Rumor Story
Revenge on Black Community)
reeked with i t .  I  may not be a
supreme black woman, however, I
am a minority student on Eastern’s
campus, and I am saddened by the
stigma placed on minorit ies at
Eastern. More importantly, I am
ashamed of people like Ms. Spight
who find it necessary to publicly
spew out her ignorance and feed the
fire of anger and hate between races. 
Ms. Spight is stepping where she
doesn’t belong if she thinks there
can be no love between races. I
come from a mixed unity and I don’t
think my Apache father hates my
white mother, not even a little, and
especially because she’s white even
though she was raised on a reserva-
tion. A reservation established by
white people who are NOT ALIVE
ANYMORE! Yes, there are people
who try to oppress minority people,
but the people who originally put us
in our original situation, be they
white or of our own race, are gone!
It’s now up to us to show love, it is
now up to us to educate each other,
and it is up to us to extinguish the
fire that eats all races – anger and
hate! This is a multi-cultural world,
if Ms. Spight can locate an area that
has only one race of people and love
and get along with every person in
that society then – BYE, good luck.
Otherwise, to the rest of us who are
fortunate enough to live in a country
that has so many beautiful races, so
many incredible cultures to learn
about, I challenge you to put out the
fire.
Nicole Klaus
Dear editor:
This is a response to an article
written by Ryan S. Coder, a guest
columnist (New Separate Doctrine
Tearing This Campus Apart, Nov. 1).
I could write forever about your
views concerning the causes of
racism on Eastern’s campus. What I
would rather do is educate you, and
explain to you why your views are
ignorant. IGNORANT: (verb) to
know nothing, to be in the dark
about something.
If blacks did not speak up for
themselves then who will? Will it be
you Mr. Coder? When our organiza-
tions do not get proper funding like
other organizations, will you tell the
university? Will you give them a
solution? I THINK NOT!
“I wonder why blacks have these
special little things all to them-
selves.” This sentence was taken
directly from Mr. Coder’s article.
Well, let me educate you: Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity was founded in
1914, which was a different time.
Were you living in the early 1900s?
Blacks were not allowed in white
fraternities. So now that we have
black fraternities, should we let them
die so we can be a part of an organi-
zation that was founded in the filth
of racism? I THINK NOT!
“Is a black woman not pretty
enough to win in an open pageant?”
Mr. Coder, where have you been? In
the last four years, there have been
three black Miss Americas. Miss
Black EIU is not a beauty contest, it
is a contest of expression. Who can
express their African pride the best?
Who can show what their blackness
means to them? No, Mr. Coder, it
would be unfair for there to be an
open beauty pageant, because I have
never seen a white woman who
could compare to the beauty of a
black woman.
The last thing I want to write is
this: there have been whites and
other minorities to take part in the
Black Student Union and we have
worked and had fun together. It is
not a racist union by any means. And
to educate you one more time, there
is a White Student Union. It is called
the student government. The word
white may not appear in the title, but
it is understood. No matter how
many minorities you put in there, its
purpose is to cater to the majority
and those are whites.
Arnold Pulliam Jr.
“I am giddy, expectation whirls meround.
– William Shakespeare
today’s quote
your turnAcceptance of racist
stereotypes should
worry students, faculty
The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, the author’s
address and telephone number must
be included. If necessary, letters will
be edited according to length and
space at the discretion of the news-
paper’s editorial page editor or edi-
tor in chief. Anonymous letters will
not be printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
Letter policy
Stigmas of minority
students at Eastern
disheartening
Guest columnist
views on the causes
of racism are ignorant 
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By REAGAN BRANHAM
Student government editor
Senate members discussed a
proposal that would let the
Student Government control fee
money given to the campus
media.
The resolution, which was
tabled, would give the Appor-
tionment Board power over the
Student Publications Board, the
body that handles the budgets of
The Daily Eastern News, Warbler
yearbook, Vehicle literary maga-
zine, Minority Today and Heart-
land magazine.
The AB would evaluate the
fees given to Student
Publications, which amounts to
$3.65 per student per semester. It
would allow the AB to review all
the fees given to student publica-
tion and what amounts the group
needs.
The AB controls student fee
allocations for Student Govern-
ment, the University Board, the
Recreation Center and the AB
itself.
Author of the resolution, Bryan
Gutraj, said a similar idea was
brought up last year, but was
voted down by 15-9.
“This would give students a
voice in the administration of their
newspaper,” Gutraj said.
Gutraj said he has had this
amendment in mind for a while,
but decided to wait to bring it for-
ward to the senate until closer to
elections time so no senate mem-
ber would feel threatened by bad
publicity.
“I was afraid the Student
Senate would vote it down
because of bad press,” Gutraj said.
Editor in chief Heidi Keibler
said the amendment violates the
First Amendment of the Con-
stitution.
“Just because your fee money
goes to the paper doesn’t give you
control over news content,”
Keibler said. “If students want
power in the newspaper, they
should come work for the news-
paper.”
Keibler said she wants to talk
with Gutraj and other senate
members to hear more details
about the amendment before she
makes any conclusions about it.
Speaker of the Senate Kevin
Piket said he has heard concerns
about The News from students and
wants to speak with representa-
tives from the newspaper to hear
both sides.
“This is by no means a threat,”
Piket said. “Students have a right
to know where their money is
going to.”
Gutraj said senate members
were concerned last year with
increasing advertising rates for
students and the resolution would
be a way to stop the rates from
going up.
Gutraj said he thinks the rates
are extraordinarily high, although
he admitted he has not compared
The News’ rates with any other
campus newspapers.
Gutraj said the student adver-
tisement rates have increased 12
percent since last year and if stu-
dent publications were under the
AB, more fee money could be
allocated to the programs to keep
The Women’s Studies Council is
offering a panel discussion tonight
to focus on the political issues of
pornography and domestic vio-
lence.
The 50-minute presentation held
at 7 p.m. in the Library Lecture
Hall will consist of a slide show
followed by a panel and open audi-
ence discussion. The panel will
consist of four Eastern faculty
members. 
“Any issue of exerting power
over people is a political issue,”
said Ken Matzner, associate profes-
sor for the department of educa-
tional psychology and guidance.
“The program is to heighten aware-
ness of the issue of pornography
and violence against women.” 
Susan Kaufman, associate pro-
fessor of journalism, said violence
is being looked at as commonplace
and as a minor issue.
“Society finds violence enter-
taining and that issue needs to be
dealt with,” said Kaufman, who is
on the panel. “Pornography is
always an issue in today’s society.
It makes the violence of women
erotic and it is not going to go
away.”
Senate wants control 
of campus media fee
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Student government editor
Voter turnout for the Student
Government elections was no
surprise to the elections com-
mission, which cited time con-
straints as the reason for the
lower-than-average turnout.
A total of 695 students voted
in Wednesday’s Student Gov-
ernment election – 578 on-cam-
pus votes and 117 off-campus
votes.
Josh Ritz, director of eligibili-
ty for the elections commission,
said the low turnout is due in
part to the recent formation of
the commission, which originat-
ed just weeks ago, resulting in
little time to plan and advertise
for the election.
“I’m a little disappointed in
the turnout, but not surprised
because of the limited publica-
tions,” Ritz said, adding that
overall it was a pretty good elec-
tion.
The commission was expect-
ing between 900 and 1,000 stu-
dents voting in Wednesday’s
election.
John Petrenko, director of
planning, echoed Ritz’s senti-
ments about the commissions
late start.
“Many students weren’t
aware of the elections happening
because of the lack of posters
and fliers,” Petrenko said.
Petrenko said because there
were no amendments dealing
with student fees, many students
may not have been “inspired” to
vote in the elections.
Because of the late appoint-
ment of commission members,
the elections forum was not
scheduled until the Monday
night before elections.
Commission members said if
the forum were scheduled a
week before elections, students
would have had more time to
think about the candidates and
talk to them.
Low voter
turnout not
surprising
Pornography panel tonight
Please come and identify your 
picture at the Student Publications
Office in the University Union.
Warbler Reminder:
This is the last week to get
your picture in the 1996 
Warbler Yearbook.
Whoops! The Warbler lost
the name of this individual.
The Ladies of
Alpha
Gamma Delta
proudly present our 1995
Alpha Gam Man . . .
Brian Pierce
of Sigma Phi Epsilon
*Deluxe Dinner includes: Soup or Small
Salad, Drink, Potato, and Vegetable
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union - Rathskeller & The Loft
$.99
$2.99
$2.99 / $3.99 Deluxe
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.
Pizza
Burger
1/3 Lb.
Rathskeller
Burger
Gyro Sloppy
Joe
Fish
Sand-
wich
Chili
Dog &
Cheese
Grilled
Ham &
Cheese
Jumbo
Pork
Fritter
Itialian
Beef
Sandwich
Meatball
Hero
Batter
Dipped
Chicken
Sausage
of the
Week
Philly
Sand-
wich
Boneless
BBQ Rib
Sandwich
Chef’s
Choice
Swedish
Meatballs
Chicken
&
Noodles
Lasagna
Open Mon. - Fri.  11 am - 8 pm, Sat. - Sun. 4 - 8 pm
Check out  our new vegetar ian entrees!!
Call our Hotline for Today’s Specials at 581-5326
Fish &
Fries
Taco Bar Spaghetti
$1.99 all-you-can-eat weekend
with Fr ies
& Dr ink
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By BRITT CARSON
Staff writer
Members of the Phi Sigma
Sigma sorority will be “rocking”
24 straight hours beginning tonight
to benefit the National Kidney
Foundation.
All 60 members of the Phi
Sigma Sigma sorority will rock at
different times in rocking chairs
for 24 hours, starting at 10 p.m.
tonight and ending Friday night.
The participants will rock for 30
minutes each and the rocking con-
tinues 24 hours at the chapter
house in Greek Court.
“I think this will be very suc-
cessful, all the girls have been real-
ly enthusiastic about it,” said Kelly
Brown, coordinator of the event.
Sorority members will also be
rocking at the Booth Library Quad
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. (weather
permitting) and at Wal-Mart, 510
W. Lincoln Ave., from 2-7 p.m.
Donations for the National
Kidney Foundation will be accept-
ed at these locations.
“Our goal is to raise close to
$4,000, which will set a new
record for our sorority, both locally
and nationally,” Brown said.
All the Phi Sigma Sigma chap-
ter houses are participating in the
fundraisier on a national level.
Most are using the same “rocking”
strategy as we are, but others are
using other methods, Brown said.
Oldies radio station WHQQ
(Double Q 92) in Mattoon is spon-
soring the local event and is rais-
ing money for the Phi Sigma
Sigma foundation, a non-profit
organization separate from the
sorority that gives nationally and
internationally to the National
Kidney Foundation.
Phi Sigma Sigma
rocks for kidneys
By KATIE VANA
Activities editor
Six students are hoping to win
their dream date tonight in the
Gregg Triad and Pemberton Hall’s
version of the hit MTV show
“Singled Out.”
The two resident halls have
joined together to offer enjoyment
to students, while giving them the
opportunity to win prizes at the
same time.
The fun starts at 8 p.m. in the
Gregg Triad dining services.
Jennifer Gibler, event coordinator
and a Ford Hall resident assistant,
said she expects about 100 people
to join the game as part of the
audience.
“The fliers have only been up
since Monday, but I’ve already
heard people talking about it on
campus,” Gibler said.
Prizes for the contestants
include a “date package” of a
movie rental from Broadway
Video, a large pizza from Papa
John’s and a two-liter bottle of
soda.
Gregg Triad to get ‘Singled Out’
today’s SPECIAL
Buy a Small original
sandwich and any pizza
for$599
345- BUNS
2    8      6     7
Plus Tax
EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
5 TO 9 pm
Jerry’s Pizza 
& Pub
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
•PIZZA          •SALAD BAR
•SPAGHETTI        •GARLIC BREAD
$3.99 Plus Tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.00
345-2844
345-7849345-7849
16OZ. DRAFTS $1.25
DAIQUIRI’S $2.05
BAR MIXERS $2.05
ML & BL
RESTAURANT &
BANQUET FACILITY
1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON
SMOTHERED CHICKEN DINNER   $6.75
ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM.  AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER
LUNCH SPECIAL 11 AM-2 PM 
Grilled Cheese                                     $1.50
Reuben With Fries $3.95
Soup of  the Day- Cajun Gumbo $2 ... w/sandwich $1.50
Grinders, your off campus study place, 
Now Open Daily!
Visa,
Mastercard,
Discover & 
American Express
Accepted
LADIES NIGHT...
AND KARAOKE NIGHT
8:30PM -1:00AM
Tickets & Information
Martin Luther King, Jr.
University Union Box Office
(217) 581-5122
For more Information Call 581-2812 
(walk-ins welcome!)
Last Chance!
Individual Portraits for the 
1996 Warbler Yearbook
- This Week Only -
November 7-10
9a.m. - 4:30p.m.
In the University Union Bookstore Lounge
Seniors$6    $5
Juniors, Sophomores, Freshman$5     $4
Retakes will also be taken.
Fast Free Delivery!
Carry-out in just 20 minutes!!TM
2 LARGE
ONE TOPPING
$10.98*
Open for Lunch Friday, Saturday, and Sunday at 11:00*Tax not included in price.
348-5454
LARGE 1 TOPPING
PIZZA
$5.55*
OR
TODAY’S SPECIAL:
upcloseThe Daily Eastern News Thursday, November 9, 19957
By Katie Vana
Staff editor
laf the Strong draws his
weapon as the South Quad
transforms into a
medieval battle field.
His sword meets with Klaus
Hertel’s as two iron clad figures and
two historical periods collide on an
overcast afternoon in Charleston.
Their faces are shadowed by
medieval armor and shields – mod-
eled after war materials from ages
past – which they constructed in
their garages.
Olaf, or Matt Strong as his 20th
Century friends call him, and his
opponent Chris Hertel, a senior his-
tory major, are two of the 20 mem-
bers of the Society of Creative
Anachronism. SCA is a “non-profit
educational organization devoted to
the study of the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance,” the SCA handbook
declares. 
While other students are
enthralled by the modern world of
music and television, these students
and faculty are a part of the “living
history” movement, and their hobby
is to recreate the culture and materi-
als of particular time periods. They
take on the persona of a medieval
time period and take on an appro-
priate name.
Combatants make their weapons
from rattan, then wrap them in duct
tape to look similar to real weapons.
Rattan is used because it breaks off
clean and has the balance and han-
dling properties of the original
weaponry.
The honor system is used in judg-
ing blows thrown. SCA members are
taught how much damage the blow
with their weapons would cause if
actual weapons were used.
“We buy or make all of our own
armor, some people do armoring for
a living,” said Strong, a sophomore
engineering major and the group’s
leader.
Members get steel from the scrap
yard in Mattoon and leather from
the Amish.
“I heard about (the society)
through friends and got interested in
it for the fighting and combat,”
Strong said.
Extensive training and authoriza-
tion must occur before a fighter can
participate in tourneys and events.
Combat is only part of the soci-
ety’s functions. Events also have
booths with artisans selling goods,
ranging from costuming to embroi-
dery. Eastern’s chapter is planning a
local event in late February or
March.
These students of various disci-
plines become travellers of time and
culture as they discover with their
hands and minds what seems so dead
on written pages of history books.
“People can experiment and learn
about how it was back then,” said
said Meriel de Blackwoode, or Jeri
Matteson-Hughes, president of the
local chapter of SCA. 
This journey through time pro-
vides a much needed exodus from
the trivial concerns of daily life.
“The club is a means for people to
get out of everyday mundanity,” said
Matteson-Hughes, whose official title
in medieval terminology is Senechal.
Medieval terminology is what the
society goes by and the territory
where members live is considered
the Known World. The Known
World is divided into regions called
Kingdoms. The United States, two
Canadian provinces, Europe,
Australia and parts of Asia currently
have SCA chapters. Eastern is a
chapter of St. Carol on the Moor in
the Middle Kingdom.
Matteson-Hughes is a 20-year
member of the group and founder of
Eastern’s chapter. As a child, she
always enjoyed her imaginary trav-
els into the land of make-believe and
considered herself a “closet
medievalist.”
“I always wanted to live the fairy
tale,” said Edolina del Fylde, or
Mary Ann Fildes, a senior physics
major. “I wish it could take up more
of my time.”
All of the members’ “garb” or cos-
tuming is homemade and is Fildes’
specialty.
“Our society is so far removed
from technology that it is nice to be
hands on and make things like they
used to,” said Fildes. “My dream is
to someday make my own fabric
from the ground up starting with the
wool.”
While many students look with
wonder at what tommorow will
bring, these students marvel at the
riches of the past.
Tetsuya Kikumasa/Assoc. photo editor
Olaf the Strong, a Norwegian Viking, and Klaus Hertel a 16th century German warrior are better known by their 20th Century class-
mates as Matthew Strong (left), a sophomore engineering major, and Chris Hertel, a senior history major. The two eccentric stu-
dents are part of the Society for Creative Anachronisms, a non-profit group that is part of  “the living history movement.” As such
they recreate the culture of various time periods through their behavior and hand-made materials.
Students travel through time to relive lost ages
Medieval
Times
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-
Seasonal & full-time employment
available at National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-
545-4804 ext. N57382
______________________11/10
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn up to $2,000+/month work-
ing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Seasonal and full-time employ-
ment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C57381
______________________11/10
FREE TRAVEL! SPRING BREAK
‘96! Party in Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas, Florida, Padre. Lowest
Prices. Organize group travel
Free! Free information 1-800-
426-7710
_______________________12/6
$ CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
Students needed! $$$+Free
Travel (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!) Seasonal/Permanent,
No exper. Necessary. Guide 919-
929-4398 ext C1038
______________________11/14
HIRING: HOLIDAY HELP NEED-
ED NOW. Earn $100-$200/week
doing secretarial work. Send
SASE to: Lehrer, P.O. Box 3053,
Carbondale, IL. 62902
______________________11/14
HELP WANTED. Hong Kong
House. 1505 18th St. Apply in
Person.
_______________________11/9
CHARLESTON SUBWAY now
hiring all shifts, Apply in person
______________________11/10
MUSICIANS WANTED: Looking
for a bass and lead guitarist for
church service. Contact Fran at
the First Christian Church at 345-
2823.
______________________11/17
FULL TIME POSITION as
ACTIVITY DIRECTOR. Must be
creative and able to maintain
meticulous paperwork. Some
accounting involved. $5.50 per
hour. Apply at 910 17th Street,
Charleston. 345-2922 Ask for
Scott.
______________________11/13
FULL/PT FLORAL DESIGNER
position now opened. Experience
preferred. Send resume to P.O.
Box 618 Charleston.
______________________11/13
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33
_______________________11/9
MEN AND WOMEN TO SELL
CHRISTMAS TREES. STUR-
GEON TREE FARM. 345-6815
______________________11/10
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!*** Find
out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with America’s
#1 Spring Break company! Sell
only 15 trips and travel free!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, or Florida! CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK!
_______________________11/9
EARN $2,500 & FREE TRIPS
SPRING BREAK! Student
Holidays, the nation’s leader in
spring break vacations, seeking
enthusiastic, highly motivated stu-
dents and organizations to pro-
mote and sell our ALL-INCLU-
SIVE CANCUN TRIPS! CALL
NOW 1-800-360-TRIP!
______________________11/28
WANTED!!! INDIVIDUALS,
Student Organizations to
Promote SPRING BREAK Earn
MONEY and FREE TRIPS CALL
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
http://www.icpt.com 1-800-327-
6013
______________________11/17
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for
Spring Semester. Close to cam-
pus, own apartment. For more
information, call Kelly 345-2363
______________________12/11
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
for Spring Semester to share
recently remodeled 2 bedroom
apt. Own spacious room, large
kitchen and bath. Call Janice
345-2161
______________________11/10
LOOKING FOR SUBLEASOR for
house closest to campus. Call
Tim 348-0449
______________________11/14
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
for Spring ‘96 at University Court
Apartments. Call 581-8133 for
more info.
______________________11/16
TWO FEMALE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED for Spring ‘96. For more
info Call 345-4544. Anytime.
______________________11/10
FEMALE SUBLESSOR needed
for Spring 96 or ASAP. Close to
campus. Own Room. For more
information call Kim 345-7508
______________________11/17
NEED MALE ROOMMATE to
share a 2 bedroom furnished
apartment at McArthur Manor.
Telephone 345-2231.
_______________________12/8
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for spring
semester ‘96. Own room, close to
campus, super clean. Call 345-
6000 for details.
_______________________11/9
SUBLESSOR NEEDED Charle-
ston apartment, have own room,
live with 3 other students.
$160.00 month, 342-4521
______________________11/10
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
Spring ‘96. $150 per month.
Close to campus. Call 348-0134
ask Kelly.
______________________11/10
MALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED for
nice apartment in Oldetown.
Share a room. Spring 1996. Call
Rusty at 345-9325.
______________________11/13
1 SUBLESSOR NEEDED needed
to share 4 bedroom house Spring
semester. Own Large room, $40
set utility rate. Call 345-9671.
______________________11/13
1 or 2 FEMALE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED for Spring ‘96. Cheap,
close to campus, own room(s),
free parking. Call 345-5748
______________________11/17
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
for Spring 96. Rent negotionable,
own room. Call 348-7523 for
more information
______________________11/17
SUBLESSOR NEEDED Spring
Semester. Share very spacious
Apt. with only one other person
for only $200/month. Must see to
Appreciate! 345-5197
______________________11/14
Find a sublessor in the Daily
Eastern News classifieds!
_______________________H/A
SUBLESSOR NEEDED! Own
bedroom; $150 month - water,
trash and parking included. 348-
8757. Close to campus.
______________________11/16
Sublease clean 2-bedroom fur-
nished for price of unfurnished!
Spring semester. Water, trash
included. 345-7176
______________________11/13
TWO SUBLESSORS NEEDED.
Large One Bedroom. Fully Furnished.
$200 per person. 345-9329.
______________________11/17
NEEDED: 1 or 2 Male Sublessors
for 1 room in University Court.
GREAT deal! For more info. call
Tom at 581-8124.
______________________11/15
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
for Spring 96. $165/month + some
utilities. Call Suelleu at 345-7293.
______________________11/16
AVAIL. JAN. 2 BEDROOM unfur-
nished apartment. Water/trash
pd. $430 per month, NO PETS
ALLOWED. 947 4th Street, Ph.
348-7746
______________________12/11
SERIOUS STUDIES SECOND
SEMESTER? One room apt. with
Kitchenette & bath. All new Decor
& appliances. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, 345-4489
______________________12/11
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT fully
furnished. Dishwasher, garbage
disposal, garbage paid. Available
Now. 345-2520
______________________11/16
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT fully
furnished. Dishwasher, garbage
disposal, garbage paid. Available
Now! 345-2520
______________________11/16
A MUST SEE APT! Lg 1 bed-
room-big enough for 2. PETS
ALLOWED. Low uti l i t ies.
Available in December. Call now
348-1194.
______________________11/10
NEED 1 PERSON to share rent in
house with 9 others. 708-460-1764.
______________________11/17
1-BEDROOM GARAGE APT.
Furnished. 1055 1/2 11th St.
$165.00 mo. One person only, Jan 1
96 to ?. Five blocks from campus,
no pets, no smoking. Call 345-2652
after 5:00 p.m.
______________________11/10
3 BDRM HOUSE FOR SP96
$630/mo. Washer/Dryer,
Hardwood floors. Beautiful! Call
Jacki 348-8637
______________________11/13
1990 NISSAN PU, Ext Cab, AT-
OD, AC, AM/FM, 345-6997.
_______________________11/9
‘95 TREK 800 MOUNTAIN BIKE,
The Daily Eastern News cannot be respon-
sible for more than one day's incorrect inser-
tion. Report errors immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising MUST meet the
2 p.m. deadline to appear in the next day's
publication. Any ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in the following day's
newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER
the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be paid in advance.
Only accounts with established credit may be
billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News assumes no liabil-
ity if for any reason it becomes necessary to
omit an advertisement.
Classified
Advertising Policy
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  
o
Yes 
o
No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
o Cash o Check o Credit
SOMA will have a discussion of Ley Lines tonight at 7:30 in Coleman
Hall Room 318. 
Baptist Student Union will be going through Experiencing God Part I
at 7 p.m. in the Sullivan Room of the MLK Union. Join us!
ACEI will have an executive officers meeting at 6 p.m. in the Union
Walkway. We will also have a new officers meeting at 6:30 tonight at
the walkway. 
Residence Hall Association will have its weekly meeting at 5 p.m. at
Andrews Hall. Early dinner at 4:15.
Organization of Adult Students Informal and Supportive will have
its weekly meeting at noon today at Union McDonald’s Panther Lair. 
Circle K International will have a toy drive-distributing bags at 1 and 5
p.m. Meet at the rock and call Leslie for more information. 
Sigma Rho Epilson will have an execs meeting at 5:30 p.m. in
Buzzard Building Room 113. 
Association of Honors Students will have a Depot Project meeting at
5:45 p.m. in the library parking lot.
Kappa Alpha Psi is having a winter fashion show tonight at 8 in the
Grand Ballroom. Part of the proceeds going to Author Ash Aids founda-
tion. Price reduction with can good. 
Physics Department presents Jeffrey Johnson of McDonnell Douglas
Aerospace lecture on “Computational Fluid Dynamics” at 2 p.m. in
Room 215 of the Physical Science Building. 
Newman Catholic Center will have mass today at noon and
Sacrament of Reconciliation today from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the
Newman Chapel, corner of 9th and Lincoln; music practice at 8:15 p.m.
in Coleman Auditorium. Also, we will have a Taize Night Prayer at 10
p.m. in the Chapel. 
Kappa Omicron Nu will have a meeting at 5:30 p.m. in Room 110. 
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship will have worship tonight at 7 in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Union. 
Financial Management Association will have a professional speaker
at 5 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall Room 017. $9.50 for fall banquet is due. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
Help Wanted
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THURSDAY NOVEMBER 9
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
Wheel of Fortune News News SportsCenter Wings Family Matters
Inside Edition Inside Edition Wheel of Fortune Wknd/Kickoff Wings NBA Basketball
Friends Murder, She Wrote Movie: Columbo Football: Movie: Bulls at Cavaliers
News Radio Texas A&M at Knight Rider 2000
Seinfeld New York News Rice
Caroline...City
ER 48 Hours Murder One WWF Wrestling News 
News News News SportsCenter Wings Night Court
Jay Leno David L. (10:35) Nightline (10:35) Wings Simon & Simon
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
MacNeil, Lehrer Commish Roseanne Beyond 2000 Carmen Sandiego Funniest Home...
Simpsons Next Step Bill Nye Funniest Home...
Illinois Gardner Unsolved Mysteries Living Single Great Bears Little House on Movie: Kickboxer
This Old House Crew of Alaska The Prairie 2
Prairie Fire Movie:Attack New York Movie Magic Bonanza
Hoop Dreams... on Fear Undercover Know Zones
Mystery! Star Trek: The Next Lindbergh’s News Movie: Diggs-
Great Race Inside Money town
Being Served? Unsolv. Myst. America’s Most... Next Step Collector Cars
Movie Cops Beyond 2000 Movie
USED CD’S The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s,
cassette’s, concert T-shirts, and
video games. We buy, sell, and
trade. Music Exchange 512 N.
19th st. Mattoon 234-3668
______________________12/11
‘88 CHEVY CAVALIER, blue, 4
door, CD player, automatic, a/c,
cruise, $2900 235-0443
_______________________11/9
1964 CORVAIR, $700/OBO.
Commodore computer-complete,
$200. Printer-$75. Cutty Surk
wooden sailing ship and winer-
ack, $275 345-3496
_______________________11/9
FOR SALE: ‘89 VW Fox. MUST
SELL! $1500 OBO. Call Jim 348-
4706.
______________________11/14
89 YAMAHA SCOOTER Asking
$200. Will accept $175 + Ham
and Cheese Sandwich. Call 581-
6167, Ask for man in the blue hat.
______________________11/10
LOST SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
book. If found, please call
Katherine at 581-5752.
______________________11/31
FOUND outside of the Dvorak
Fine Arts building. A pair of WIRE
FRAME GLASSES. Identify at
Theater Arts office, 3110.
______________________11/13
ROTARACT SPAGHETTI DIN-
NER! Sunday Nov.12, 4-8pm. For
Delivery Call 232-9232 or Eat at
Stix $3.00/meal.
______________________11/10
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent’s
income. Let us help. Call Student
Financial Services: 1-800-263-
6495 ext. F57382
______________________12/11
ROTARACT SPAGHETTI DIN-
NER! Sunday Nov.12, 4-8pm. For
Delivery Call 232-9232 or Eat at
Stix $3.00/meal.
______________________11/10
TRAVEL FREE FOR SPRING
BREAK ‘96. Form a group of 15
and travel FREE. + earn $$$
CANCUN, BAHAMAS, FLORIDA,
CARNIVAL CRUISES. Food and
Drinks included. (800)574-7577
ext.302
______________________11/13
ROTARACT SPAGHETTI DIN-
NER! Sunday Nov.12, 4-8pm. For
Delivery Call 232-9232 or Eat at
Stix $3.00/meal.
______________________11/10
ATTENTION BOUNCERS:
Prepare to see Trash JR’s REAL
ID!! When I went to Eastern, a girl
was legal at 19!! What is this
town coming to!?! Go Easy
Snakes, Grandmaster.
_______________________11/9
10 tans $30! Let Jamaican Tan
chase those Dreary Day Blues
away with a 20 min. vacation.
Check out our womans workout
wear. Jamaican Tan 410 7th St.
348-0018 Charleston.
______________________11/13
**SPRING BREAK 96-MEXI-
CO**From $399. 7 days-7 nights-
RT Airfair. Free Nightly Fiesta.
Limited space, Call now! 1-800-
844-2193.
_______________________11/9
DELTA SID PLEDGES: Best of
luck with “Inspiration” week. Just
a few more days. Love, Kel
_______________________11/9
Marc: Remember that one sum-
mer when you felt God’s hand
lower you to the ground? What an
amazing feeling -- to be weight-
less in the air. 
_______________________11/9
IS YOUR ORGANIZATION HAV-
ING AN EVENT? NEED TO PUB-
LICIZE TO A LOT OF PEOPLE
BUT ONLY HAVE A FEW DOL-
LARS TO SPARE? THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS CLASSIFIED
SECTION IS YOUR ANSWER!
CALL 581-2812 TODAY! 
_______________________H/A
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S T R E T C H
your $$
Advertise in the Daily Eastern News
Look for GREAT savings with advertiser’s
coupons in the Daily Eastern News!
No Expiration Date
$
Oops! We had a technical
problem Tuesday! Here’s the
puzzle again! 
— Daily Eastern News
Graduate School.
Assistantships.
Internships.
Jobs. 
Where do students get the experience they need  to be successful after graduation?
(First you need a good resume) 
The Daily Eastern News design department can help you get a good start with professional resume service.
Affordable, convenient, quality. Call 581-2812 today to get on the road to future success!
Just Say:
“GR, Please”
Sell your unwanted item with a 6-day Classified Line Ad or get
6 additional insertions at NO EXTRA COST! Offer restricted to
private parties. Each item for sale must be priced in the ad. If
one item is sold, from any source, it will constitute a success-
ful ad. Guaranteed Results Ads must be paid for before the ad
runs. If you do not sell any item, you may rerun your ad for an
additional 6 days at no extra charge. Rerun ads must be
claimed within 30 days. No Refunds!
The Daily Eastern News 
“Guaranteed Results”
Pre-Paid Classified Ad Form
Name: _______________________________________
Address: _____________________________________
Phone: ______________________Student  
o
Yes 
o
No
Dates to run___________________________________
Ad to read:
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number ____________________________________________
o Cash o Check o Credit
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Youngstown has lost a key con-
tributor.
Forward Kristi Echelberry fin-
ished her four-year career for the
Lady Penguins last season and
became the sixth highest scorer in
school history.
Echelberry shot over 50 per-
cent from the field over her entire
career (.506), and grabbed 762
rebounds.
Last season, she earned All
Mid-Con first team and all-tour-
nament honors as she led the
Lady Penguins with 12.9 ppg and
215 rebounds.
This season, Echelberry has
joined DiGregorio’s staff as a stu-
dent assistant coach.
“Kristi is working with the big
girls, and she’s really helping,”
DiGregorio said.
Returning to the Lady Pen-
guins are starters Liz Hauger,
Ann Marie Martin, Christina
Ferraro and Caroline McCombs.
Hauger, a Second-Team All
Mid-Con selection last season,
returns after starting all 28 Lady
Penguin contests last season. She
scored 12.5 ppg and led the team
with 100 assists.
Martin returns for her sopho-
more season after starting 22
games her freshman year. She
was second on the team in re-
bounding with 195, and collected
11.5 ppg.
Ferraro returns after the NCAA
granted her a sixth year of eligi-
bility. “When she came to school,
she had a knee injury,” DiGreg-
orio said. “When she got healthy,
she walked on. Now I have her
on scholarship, so it’s really her
third year of playing.”
Also back from an injury is
sophomore Shannon Beach, who
blew out her knee her freshman
year. After reconstructive surgery,
she is ready to contribute again.
Youngstown looks to be one of
the five teams with a legitimate
chance at the Mid-Con title.
“We could be a good basket-
ball team,” DiGregorio said.
“We’ll just have to see how it
plays out.”
$1BottlesBar Drinks20 oz. Drafts
Mother's. . . 
Tonight at:
Turkey Giveaway!
Win a
Butterball
m
m
m
m
m
m
G
o
o
d
!
CROSS COUNTY MALL
Opening Soon
Student Publications
Upstairs Office
In the TV Lounge at West
end of
Union Walkway
A more convenient place to:
¤ Place classified ads
¤ Place campus clips
¤ Pay advertising bills
¤ Pick up your yearbooks
Jennifer H.
Happy 21st
Birthday!
Love; Jeanette,
Angela, Annette, 
& Kathy
Friends
&Co
Tonight:
$200 Sam AdamsPints
Friday  11-10:
Free Jazz Band
6-9
Saturday 11-11:
Turkey Testicle Festival,
Pool Tourney, Blues
Band From 1-5 pm
509 Van Buren             345-2380
Vampire in Brooklyn (R) 5:00, 7:30
Powder  (PG-13) 4:30, 7:00
Under Siege 2  (R)         7:30, 9:30
The Scarlett Letter (R)   7:00, 9:45
Now and Then (PG-13) 5:00, 7:30
Seven (R)             4:30, 7:15
Get Shorty (R)      4:45, 7:00
LADY PENGUINS from page 12
coaches preseason All-Confer-
ence team. But Adams is going to
let Closs’ actions on the court do
the talking.
“Keith realizes that he wasn’t
picked, but he doesn’t say too
much about it,” Adams said.
“We’re just anxious to start the
season.”
But Closs isn’t the only wea-
pon the Blue Devils have back, as
forward Bill Langheim returns for
his senior season. The captain
transferred to Central Connecticut
from Illinois’ Lincoln Land
Junior College and made an
immediate impact last season by
leading the team in scoring (13.5
ppg), field goal percentage (59.9
percent) and free throw percent-
age (75.6 percent).
“He’s just a good corn fed
Illinois boy,” Adams said. “He’s a
great complement to Keith. What
Keith lacks in strength, Bill adds
in experience.”
Two junior college transfers
this season may see immediate
playing time, according to Ad-
ams.
Derek Dunlap, a guard from
New Britain, Conn., and Noah
O’Daniel, a forward from Chi-
cago, will fill in the slots left by
guard Michael Donnelly and
Robert Burrage.
“Derek Dunlap is a very talent-
ed young man that can penetrate.
He can extend his defense and
shoot the ball from the perime-
ter,” Adams said.
“O’Daniel will start for us at
the small forward. He’s got a nice
shooting range. He’s also a
coach’s player because he does a
lot of little things well.”
One player Adams is thankful
he will not have to face is former
Eastern guard Derrick Landrus.
But Adams is leery on who
Panther head coach Rick Samuels
will fill in Landrus’ place.
“I don’t know what Rick’s got
on the perimeter, but I loved
Derrick Landrus,” Adams said.
“We had a hard time guarding
him and I thought he was so well
coached. It will be interesting to
see who they put out there on the
perimeter.”
Eastern will travel to Central
Connecticut on Jan. 15 before
hosting the Blue Devils on Feb.
10 at Lantz Gymnasium.
BLUE DEVILS from page 12
NEW YORK (AP) – A prose-
cutor’s charge that Don King’s
testimony in his insurance fraud
trial was “absurd’’ and full of lies
so upset the boxing promoter’s
lawyer that he told jurors in clos-
ing arguments Wednesday he
might cry.
It was a lively climax to a six-
week trial that had produced
snores and yawns from spectators
who watched prosecutors try to
prove King faked a boxing con-
tract to collect $350,000 in insur-
ance money for a 1991 cancelled
fight.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Craig
Stewart launched his closing argu-
ment with an attack on King’s
credibility and urged jurors to use
his own words to find him guilty
of nine counts of wire fraud.
King case draws to end
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Also producing for Southern
are Karlton Carpenter and Reggie
Fowler. Carpenter leads the Gate-
way in kickoff return average
(29.38 yards per return) and is
No. 6 in the nation in that catego-
ry. Carpenter is also No. 6 in the
conference in rushing, averaging
55 yards per game. Fowler leads
the Gateway in punt return yard-
age (11.48 ypr).
Spoo acknowledge the Salukis
are in exactly the same scenario
as Eastern was last year – a win
in their final game means a win-
ning season. Spoo said this
makes a team a little more dan-
gerous than usual.
“Absolutely,” Spoo said.
“That’s why it’s going to be a
very competitive football game to
say the least. It’s their last game.
They’ve got nothing to lose.”
But Spoo was quick to add
another comment. “We’d like to
think we have some incentives as
well,” Spoo said.
SALUKIS from page 12
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) –
Steve Young, a reluctant expert
on shoulder injuries, says he
thinks he’ll be back to run the San
Francisco 49ers’ offense Sunday
at Dallas.
He also conceded, however,
that there’s no way the deep left
shoulder bruise that has kept him
out of the past three games will
be completely healed.
“I’m not looking to be 100 per-
cent. I don’t have to be 100 per-
cent to go play football,’’ Young
said Wednesday. “There’s a gray
area in there and once I reach that
gray area, I’m going to push to
play football.
“I intend to be ready to play
football on Sunday.’’ Young, side-
lined since being injured Oct. 15
in a loss at Indianapolis, said the
same thing last week but wound
up sitting out the 49ers’ 13-7 loss
to expansion Carolina.
“It’s redundant but I am getting
better,’’ said Young, officially
listed as questionable for the
rematch of the teams involved in
the past three NFC title games.
Dallas won the first two on the
way to Super Bowl titles. San
Francisco came back to defeat the
Cowboys last year en route to a
Super Bowl victory over San
Diego.
“I won’t make the same mis-
take I did last week of throwing
too much. We’re going to make
sure it’s ready for Sunday, not
Thursday,’’ said Young, who lim-
ited himself to 40 throws
Wednesday, including 25 with the
first-team offense.
Young threw 100 passes when
he returned to practice a week
ago only to back off the regimen
the next day when soreness re-
turned.
He originally hurt his shoulder
in a Week 2 victory over Atlanta
when linebacker Jessie Tuggle
leveled him an instant after he
released a pass. He played
through that shoulder injury and
was just about over it when he
took two more shoulder hits in
the Indianapolis game, knocking
him out of action.
Elvis Grbac, like Young listed
as questionable with a left ankle
sprain, also practiced Wednesday
along with third-stringer Cary
Conklin, who played the final
series of the Carolina game in
relief of Grbac, who is 1-2 as the
NEW YORK (AP) – In a move
coaches have sought since the Big
East expanded to 13 teams, the
conference has split into divi-
sions, a decision that will only
affect seeding for the postseason
tournament.
The four-year scheduling con-
cept that gave each school an 18-
game schedule and an equal num-
ber of games against each oppo-
nent in that span will remain
intact.
The announcement was made
Wednesday at the league’s annual
media day, and it will affect both
men’s and women’s basketball. It
will start with this season.
The first-place team with the
better conference record will be
seeded No. 1 in the postseason
tournament and receive a bye
along with the other first-place
team and the second-place team
with the better conference record.
The same system will be used for
the third-place finishers. The
remainder of the teams will be
seeded by conference record
without regard for division.
The Big East 7 consists of
Georgetown, Miami, Pittsburgh,
Providence, Rutgers, Seton Hall
and Syracuse. The Big East 6 has
Boston College, Connecticut,
Notre Dame, St. John’s, Villanova
and West Virginia.
“When we made the decision
to go to 12 schools there was a
tremendous amount of volatility
over expansion and then a couple
of months later we went to 13
with Notre Dame,’’ commissioner
Mike Tranghese said. “Things
began to quiet down and internal
debate became focused on
whether or not divisions were in
the best interest of basketball.”
WEST POINT, N.Y. (AP) – When three of Navy’s
mascot goats turned up missing over the weekend, it
didn’t take long to figure out who stole them.
“We knew Army cadets were involved,’’ Navy
sports information director Tom Bates said, “because
they cut through two fences to get to the goats, and
15 feet away there was an unlocked gate.’’ Spoken
like a true enemy. The truce is over. The service-
academy pranksters are at war again.
Five years after the academies began making
annual pacts to halt the mascot-stealing shenanigans
because they were getting out of hand, Army has got-
ten Navy’s goat again. The kid trio disappeared from
a Maryland farm 15 miles from Annapolis during a
predawn raid Sunday by a contingent of West Point
seniors.
“The goats are missing,’’ Army public affairs offi-
cer Maj. Jay Ebbeson said. “And West Point cadets
are behind it, I’m afraid.’’ About all that is known is
that the goats are somewhere in the Hudson River
highlands near West Point. The cadets say they
intend to keep them until the Army-Navy game in
December, but the Army brass may have a say in
that.
“The cadets know where they are,’’ said Brig. Gen.
Robert J.
St. Onge, in only his seventh week as commandant
of cadets. “I am depending on the cadet chain of
command to find those cadets who know, have them
come forward and tell us where the goats are.”
Service academy pranks continue Big East expanding 
league to 2 divisions
Young may return to face Dallas
LAKE FOREST (AP) – Mitch Berger doesn’t know exactly why
he’s here.
“That’s a good question,’’ said the man who has been hired either
to be the Chicago Bears’ next punter or to light a fire under rookie
bust Todd Sauerbrun. “I’m trying to ask myself how I go about
this.’’ “He shouldn’t think so much,’’ Dan Abramowicz, Chicago’s
beleaguered special teams coach, said Wednesday. “That’s one of
our problems. We’ve got too many guys thinking and not enough
guys doing their jobs.’’ Sauerbrun, another deep thinker, has the
lowest average (38.2 yards) and net average (30.8) of any active
NFL punter. That and his poor kickoffs often give opponents good
field position, and the defense doesn’t help. It has let opponents
convert nearly half of its third downs.
The Bears (6-3) lead the Packers by one game going into
Sunday’s NFC Central showdown at Green Bay only because the
offense, led by Erik Kramer, is ranked sixth in the league.
“They carry us just about every week,’’ defensive end Alonzo
Spellman said. “I’m getting sick of it.’’
New punter gets first
workout with Bears
The Daily Eastern News
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By MATT ERICKSON
Associate sports editor
The regular season is in its final
stages for the Eastern volleyball
team, and the Panther spikers
would like nothing better than to
close out the season with a few
more victories.
“A few of us figured out that
we’ll need to win at least two
more matches if we want to finish
above .500 for the year,” outside
hitter Vanessa Wells said Sunday. 
Wells will be hoping to get
back to her midseason form after
admittedly struggling last week-
end in Missouri. Eastern split its
weekend matches, picking up a
conference win against the Uni-
versity of Missouri at Kansas City
but dropping a tough five-game
contest to the University of Miss-
ouri.
Wells said she had her “worst
weekend of the year” on the Miss-
ouri trip. For the season, the 5-
foot-9 junior is leading Eastern in
kills with 2.85 per game and in
digs with 4.05 per game. Her dig
total currently places her third in
the Mid-Continent Conference.
Today, the team will begin a
stretch of four matches in four
days – the final four matches of
the regular season for the Pan-
thers. Eastern heads north to face
Loyola of Chicago today before
another non-conference match
with the University of Illinois at
Chicago Friday.
Wells added that it will be a
long and hard weekend for Eas-
tern physically, but mentally the
team will be ready for the final
two matches at home.
“Playing four matches in four
days is physically hard,” Wells
said. “On a normal weekend we
get Sunday to kind of recuperate.
But it will help that the last two
are at home because we get
(pumped) up more for the home
matches.”
Senior outside hitter Amy
Poynton agreed that Eastern
would need to stay intense and be
aggressive over the next four con-
tests.
“We have our ups and downs,
but if we play like we know we
can, it won’t be that hard for us to
win two,” Poynton said. “It really
depends on our mindset.”
After the two Chicago matches,
the Panthers return home to close
out the regular season in Lantz
Gym with a Saturday night match
with Evansville. Sunday’s contest
will be a definite challenge for the
Panthers as they take on the Big
Ten Conference’s University of
Illinois. Eastern lost in three
games at Champaign earlier this
year 12-15, 11-15, 6-15. 
But head coach Betty Ralston’s
first priority is at Loyola tonight.
“They’re a good team, and
Heather (Brewster) brought up to
me that we hadn’t played well
against them the past few years,”
Ralston said. “They beat us in
three games here, and we stunk up
the joint up there.”
Ralston said Loyola is currently
tied for fifth in District II rankings
with the University of Illinois –
Eastern’s opponent Sunday.
With the goal for the final four
matches firmly in place – win at
least two to finish above .500 –
Ralston said her squad would not
have trouble being prepared. But
instead, her main concern is stay-
ing injury-free.
“At this point in the year, it’s
not hard to get up (emotionally),”
Ralston said. “But the big thing is
to not risk injury. We definitely
want everyone healthy for next
week (at the Mid-Continent Con-
ference Tournament at Youngs-
town State in Youngstown, Ohio).
We want to avoid long matches,
and if people seem to be pushing
a bit we need to rest them.”
While Ralston’s main goal is to
pick up two wins in the next four
days, she said her attitude would
improve greatly if Eastern is to
win three matches.
“If we win two of four, that will
be a good weekend,” Ralston said.
“These are all strong teams, so
.500 would be good. If we win
three of four, I’ll be ecstatic.”
Spikers play first of final four matches tonight
Resurgent Salukis no longer a pushover in Gateway
TETSUYA KIKUMASA/ Associate photo editor
Junior linebacker Rodney Wilson tackles an opponent in an Eastern victory
earlier this year. One of the Southern Illinois players Wilson and the rest of the
Panther defense will try to stop in Saturday’s game, is 6-foot-6, 270 pound
Saluki tight end Damon Jones. 
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Senior sports reporter
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo is doing his
best to prepare the Panthers for Saturday’s game
at Southern Illinois University – a game which
Eastern doesn’t necessarily need to win to make
the playoffs.
One of the things the No. 12 Panthers (9-1
overall, 3-1 in the Gateway conference) have to
be aware of is Southern (5-5, 2-3) quarterback
Danny Smith – who is virtually an unknown
player when skimming through Southern’s
media guide.
In the Southern Illinois media guide, there are
five quarterbacks listed but none with the last
name of Smith. Of the two Smith’s on the team,
none have the first name of Danny.
So where did this guy come from?
“We got him this past summer,” second-year
Saluki coach Shawn Watson said. “I had
coached him at (Division I-A) Miami of Ohio
when I was a position coach. He was our starter
as a true freshman. He left Miami and took
some time off to get some things straight.”
Watson, who is also Southern’s quarterbacks
coach, said although he knew Smith would join
his team over the summer, he did not hand the
starting job to Smith.
“I made him earn his way,” Watson said. “He
didn’t start the first two games. I told him that’s
how it was going to be.”
Smith has been solid in the QB slot for Sou-
thern this season, passing for 1,338 yards and
seven touchdowns this season. Smith is fifth in
the Gateway in passing efficiency – with nine
interceptions being a key reason he isn’t rated
higher.
Panther head coach Bob Spoo said the addi-
tion of Smith to Southern’s team has been part
of the reason for the Salukis’ resurgence, but
not all of it.
“He’s (Smith) contributed to that (turn-
around), but they’re (Salukis) a much more
physical team now,” Spoo said at his weekly
press conference. “They’re a year older and
more experienced – and they’re playing good
football.”
Spoo admitted his team can afford to lose to
Southern and still make the playoffs, but losing
is obviously not in the game plan.
“We’re not conceding and we don’t want to
look past Southern – we certainly don’t want
that,” Spoo said. “There’s still some scenarios.
We obviously aren’t planning on losing.”
Southern is last in the Gateway in defending
the rush, but Spoo warns that a team playing for
a winning season in its last game of the year is
sure to play better than what the statistics show.
“There aren’t many yards between the top
and the bottom,” Spoo said of the  stats con-
cerning defense against the rush. “When you’re
playing emotionally, you throw out those kinds
of things. We’ve all seen those kinds of games
when people rise up to play.”
On offense, one of Southern’s main weapons
is 6-foot-6, 270-pound tight end Damon Jones,
who transferred to Southern from the University
of Michigan.
“He is really a force,” Spoo said of Jones.
“We’re terribly concerned because against every
opponent he’s been able to catch the football.”
Meet Loyola in
non-conference
Chicago match
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
This is the third in a nine-part series
previewing the women’s basketball teams
in the Mid-Continent Conference.
Youngstown State University had one of
the most potent offenses in the Mid-
Continent Conference last year as it advan-
ced to the Mid-Con championship game.
“When you think about Youngstown,
you think about a great offensive team,”
Eastern head coach John Klein said. “They
can put points on the board.”
This year will be no different. Head
coach Ed DiGregorio is looking forward to
a successful season.
“This team probably has more talent
than any I’ve had since I’ve been here,”
DiGregorio said. “But there’s still only one
ball.”
Last season, the Lady Penguins led the
Mid-Con with 77.4 points per game and a
+12.3 point differential per game.
One of the keys to Youngstown’s suc-
cess is its outside game. “We’re a great
shooting team,” DiGregorio said. “Teams
will have to guard us because we can
downright shoot the ball.”
However, like other Mid-Con programs,
By DAN FIELDS
Sports editor
This is the third in a nine-part series pre-
viewing the men’s basketball teams in the
Mid-Continent Conference.
Central Connecticut State University
head coach Mark Adams realizes his squad
is picked eighth in the preseason Mid-
Continent Conference poll.
But Adams explained the prediction
doesn’t upset him and his team.
It’s just that when conference time rolls
around, the opposing teams better be ready.
To get his squad motivated each day,
Adams hangs the prediction on the team’s
bulletin board.
“Every time we play a Mid-Con team
this year, we will have revenge on our
minds,” Adams said.
The Blue Devils’ top returnee from last
season is sophomore Keith Closs. The 7-
foot-2 center led the nation is blocked shots
last year with 5.35 a game, which also
broke the 5.21 blocked shot average by a
freshman, previously held by current
Philadelphia 76er Shawn Bradley. Closs’
mark also gave him second billing behind
the San Antonio Spurs’ David Robinson
(5.91) for blocked shot average in a season.
Closs also led the team in rebounds with
a 7.4 average last season and was third in
scoring with a 10.5 points-per-game aver-
age.
Adams continues to shake his head in
disbelief, as Closs was not selected to the
See SALUKIS page 11
7-foot-2 Closs leading Devils Lady Penguins return much
talent to potent offensive team
See BLUE DEVILS page 10 See LADY PENGUINS page 10
At this point in the
year, it’s not hard to
get up (emotionally).
But the big thing is to not risk
injury.”
– Betty Ralston
head volleyball coach
“
